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Abstract – In this paper we develops a new crossover and
mutating operator, Round crossover (RX) and Round
mutating (RM) operator, for a genetic algorithm that
generates high quality solutions to the Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP). The round crossover operator constructs an
offspring from a pair of parents in a circular way using
better edges on the basis of their values that may be present
in the parents’ structure maintaining the sequence of nodes
in the parent chromosomes. The round mutation applied to
the resultant chromosome after crossover by selecting a
random cut point and then joining the remaining substring to
first substring in circular way. The efficiency of the RX is
compared as against some existing crossover operators;
namely, edge recombination crossover (ERX), Order
crossover (OX) and partially Matched crossover (PMX) for
some benchmark TSPLIB instances. Experimental results
show that the new crossover operator is better than the PMX,
ERX and OX.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Traveling Salesman problem (TSP) is one of the
benchmark and old problems in Computer Science and
Operations Research. It can be stated as:

If a travelling salesman were to visit a given finite set of
cities with cost (cij) of travelling from city i to j exactly
once and return to its original city, then which tour would
obtain the minimum cost? Formally let {1, 2, 3, …, n} be
labels of the n cities , then the total cost TC of a TSP tour
is:
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Here we consider cij = cji which is a symmetric TSP.
Combinatorial optimization problems have attracted

many researchers in recent decades due to their practical
relevance and their considerable difficulties. Usually two
different categories of approaches are used to solve these
problems, namely, exact and heuristic methods. Exact
methods apply analytical and mathematical approaches to
solve the problems. Due to the considerable complexity of
the problems, the efficiency of exact methods is limited to
small scale problems. However exact methods yield
analytically optimal solutions. Heuristic methods are
employed to solve problems that are difficult to solve by
using exact methods. They use simple intuitive techniques
to make the search limited to potentially better solutions.

There are mainly three reasons why TSP has been
attracted the attention of many researcher’s and remains an
active research area. First, a large number of real-world
problems can be modeled by TSP. Second, it was proved
to be NP-Complete problem. Third, NP-Complete
problems are intractable in the sense that no one has found
any really efficient way of solving them for large problem
size. Also, NP-complete problems are known to be more
or less equivalent to each other; if one knew how to solve
one of them one could solve the lot. Since the crossover
operator plays a vital role in GA, so many crossover
operators have been proposed for the TSP.

In this paper, a new crossover operator named round
crossover (RX) and a new mutation operator named
Round mutate are developed, and accordingly a genetic
algorithm based on RX & RM  is developed for solving
the TSP.

We call an algorithm that returns near-optimal solutions
an approximation algorithm. An approximate algorithm,
like the Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colony and Tabu Search,
is a way of dealing with NP-completeness for optimization
problem. This technique does not guarantee the best
solution. The goal of an approximation algorithm is to
come as close as possible to the optimum value in a
reasonable amount of time which is at most polynomial
time.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The crossover operator plays a vital role in GA, so many
crossover operators have been proposed for the TSP.
Goldberg and Lingle [16] defined an operator called PMX
(partially mapped crossover), which used two crossover
points. The section between these points defines an
interchange mapping. This PMX operator was the first
attempt to apply GAs to the TSP, in which they found
near-optimal solutions to a well-known 33-node problem.
The OX (ordered crossover) operator developed by Davis
[17] builds offspring by choosing a subsequence of a tour
from one parent and preserving the relative order of nodes
from the other parent. Another crossover operator, named
CX (cycle crossover) operator was proposed by Oliver et
al. [18], where offspring are built in such a way that each
node (and its position) comes from one of the parents.
Whitley et al. [19] proposed edge recombination crossover
(ERX) operator that uses an ‘edge map’ to construct an
offspring that inherits as much information as possible
from the parent structures. This edge map stores all the
connections from the two parents that lead into and out of
a node. A crossover operator based on the conventional N-
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point crossover operator, named as generalized N-point
crossover (GNX), was proposed by Radcliffe and Surry
[20]. Poona and Carter [21] developed a tie break
crossover (TBX), which was then modified by Choi et al.
[22] by combining PMX and TBX operators. Moon et al.
[23] proposed a new crossover operator named Moon
Crossover (MX), which mimics the changes of the moon
such as waxing moon → half moon → gibbous → full
moon. As reported, performance of MX operator and OX
operator is almost same, but OX never reached an optimal
solution for all trials.

II. GENETIC ALGORITHM

The genetic algorithms are an optimization technique
based on natural evolution. They include the survival of
the fittest idea info a search algorithm which provides a
method of searching which does not need to explore every
possible solution in the feasible region to obtain a good
result. Genetic algorithms are based on the natural process
of evolution. In nature the fittest individuals are most
likely to survive and mate; therefore the next generation
should be fitter and healthier because they were bred from
healthy parents. This same idea is applied to a problem by
first ‘guessing’ solutions and then combining the fittest
solution to create a new generation of solutions which
should be better than the previous generation. We also
include a random mutation element to account for the
occasional mishap in nature. The genetic algorithm
process consists of the following steps:
1. Encoding
2. Evaluation
3. Crossover
4. Mutation
5. Decoding

A suitable encoding is found for the solution to our
problem so that each possible solution has unique
encoding and the encoding is some form of a string. The
initial population is then selected, usually at random
though alternative techniques using heuristics have also
been proposed. The fitness of each individual in the
population is then computed that is, how well the
individual fits the problem and whether it is near the
optimum compared to the other individuals in the
population. This fitness is used to find the individual’s
probability of crossover. If an individual has a high
probability (which indicates that it is significantly closer
the optimum than the rest of its generation) then it is more
likely to be chosen to crossover. Crossover is where the
two individuals are recombined to create new individuals
which are copied into the new generation. Next mutation
occurs. Some individuals are chosen randomly to be
mutated and then a mutation point is randomly chosen.
The character in the corresponding position of the string is
changed. Once this is done, a new generation has been
formed and the process is repeated until some stopping
criteria has been reached. At this point the individuals
which is closest to the optimum is decoded and the process
is complete.

The GA is used for maximization problem. For the
maximization problem the fitness function is same as the
objective function. But, for minimization problem, one
way of defining a ‘fitness function’ is as in equation (1)
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Where, f(x) is the objective function.
Since, TSP is a minimization problem; we consider this

fitness function, where f(x) calculates cost (or value) of
the tour represented by a chromosome.

IV. PROPOSED CROSSOVER & MUTATION

OPERATOR

The crossover operator is a genetic operator that
combines (mates) two chromosomes (parents) to produce a
new chromosome (offspring). The idea behind crossover is
that the new chromosome may be better than both of the
parents if it takes the best characteristics from each of the
parents. Crossover occurs during evolution according to a
user definable crossover probability. The proposed
operator called round crossover is consisted of four steps..
All of the steps in the algorithm are discussed one by one.
Algo1. roundCrossover() :-
1. Input: two chromosome ch1, ch2
2. Output : result chromosome
3. Set chsize := chromosome generation string size - 1
4. Generate a random numbercrosscutpoint between range

0 to chsize
5. For index:=crosscutpointto index <= chsize

5.1 Get city at position index from ch1
5.2 Add city to result chromosome
5.3 index:= index + 1

6. For index:=0 to index<crosscutpoint
6.1 Get city at position index from ch2
6.2 Add city to result chromosome
6.3 Index:= index + 1

7. Return result
The round crossover operator is explained below using

an example in fig 1. In this example two chromosomes are
combined to form a ring and than a random cut point is
selected and ring is divided into to two substrings to form
two new child chromosomes. Out of these two resulting
chromosomes better chromosome will be selected and will
undergo mutation process.

Fig.1. Example of Round Crossover Operator

The two individuals (children) resulting from each
crossover operation will now be subjected to the mutation
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operator in the final step to forming the new generation.
This operator randomly flips or alters one or more bit
values at randomly selected locations in a chromosome.
The operator called round mutation works for a string of
set of cities in which a cut point is selected randomly and
than from that cut point the substring is copied to child
string as it is, remaining substring is copied to next in
child string.
Algo2. roundMutation():-
1. Input : chromosome ch
2. Output : result chromosome
3. Set chsize:= chromosome generation string size -1
4. Generate a random number mutationcutpoint between

range 0 to chsize
5. For index:= mutationcutpoint to index <= chsize

5.1 Get city at position index from ch
5.2 Add city to result chromosome
5.3 Index:= index + 1

6. For index:= 0 to index <mutationcutpoint
6.1 Get city at position index from ch
6.2 Add city to result chromosome
6.3 Index:= index + 1

7. Return result
The round mutation operator is explained below using

an example in fig.2. In this example the resultant
chromosome from crossover will undergo mutation
process. A random cut point is selected and from the cut
point nodes are selected in such a manner that they will
combine to the first substring in a circular fashion as
shown in fig 2.

Fig.2. Example of Round Mutation Operator

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is one the most
famous problems in the field of operation research and
optimization.

In Figure3 shows the statistics of the experiments
relating to the operators of crossover

Fig.3. Performance of different crossover operators on the
instance ftv170.

Table 1: Summary of the results by the crossover
operators for asymmetric TSPLIB instances

All of the experiment is realized for eight different types
of test functions. A comparison between the proposed
crossovers method (RX) and other crossover methods are
made and the results are comparatively presented in
Table1.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, new crossover & mutation operators called
RX & RM are proposed and experiments are conducted.
The proposed operators are tested by a number of test
functions with various levels of difficulty. A comparison
between the results of this method and the results of other
crossover & mutation operators are made. RX & RM
operators’ gives better results according to other crossover
operators. Although the most of crossover operators
showed similar results, RX operator had slightly better
results than the other crossover for various instances. But
for some instance, PMX and OX operator has slightly
better result than RX operator. However, RX operator
produces better result than PMX, OX, and ERX generally
RX operator performed the best results than other
crossover operators.

The most important advantage of the proposed method
is that more variety is presented in possible number of
children according to PMX, OX and ERX operators. The
experiments and the results presented in the paper clearly
reveal the potential capability of the proposed method in
optimization processing based on GA. Moreover, it has the
great potential to improve the performance of GA
applications in different area of engineering. With the
availability of fast computing facilities, this search
technique can be utilized to solve TSPs with large
dimensions.
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